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Abstract

This paper evaluates various formulations of the SPH method for solving the Euler equations. Convergence and sta-
bility aspects are discussed and tested, taking into account subtleties induced by the presence of a free surface. The coher-
ence between continuity and momentum equations is considered using a variational study. The use of renormalization to
improve the accuracy of the simulations is investigated and discussed. A new renormalization-based formulation involving
wide accuracy improvements of the scheme is introduced. The classical SPH and renormalized approaches are compared to
the new method using simple test cases, thus outlining the efficiency of this new improved SPH method. Finally, the so-
called ‘‘tensile instability’’ is shown to be prevented by this enhanced SPH method, through accuracy increases in the gra-
dient approximations.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a promising tool for hydrodynamic applications as it is simple,
efficient and robust [1,2]. This easy-to-code meshless method easily handles complex free surface flow prob-
lems displaying strong non-linearities, including breaking waves. SPH has a wide range of applications in
mechanical engineering topics [3–5] where strong non-linearities occur, as well as coupled fluid/structure inter-
action problems [6]. This method is based on the convolution of variables through a kernel (or its gradient) to
estimate the velocity and pressure gradients. This convolution theoretically ensures second order accuracy for
the continuous approach. However, the discretized convolution approximations are insufficiently accurate for
obtaining pressure and velocity fields regular enough to exploit fully. Integrals are approximated using a tra-
peze-like quadrature formula. In order to limit the computational costs, only a few points are used, thus com-
promising the accuracy. In this paper, particular attention is first paid to the quantification of errors in the
gradient approximation procedures using kernel gradients on a set of unstructured interpolation points. Then
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various aspects related to the global Euler equation discretization, namely the coherence of the SPH method,
the reciprocity principle and free surface conditions, are discussed. Some kernel corrective terms for improving
the accuracy of gradient estimations on a set of interpolation points [7–9] are available. The main difficulty
however then consists of implementing these tools in the SPH scheme. In this paper, the kernel correction term
we use is the so-called ‘‘renormalization’’ first introduced by Johnson and Beissel [10], and adapted by Randles
and Libersky [11] (see also [8,9]). We then consider how accuracy requirements conflict with coherence, the
reciprocity principle and free surface considerations. Arising from this discussion, an improved SPH method
based on renormalization and displaying strong convergence properties is introduced and justified. An original
procedure for detecting the free surface is adopted, enabling this new scheme to operate in the presence of a
free boundary. Stability and accuracy aspects of this methodology, including artificial viscosity [12,13], are
then discussed. Finally, this new formulation is validated through various test cases.

2. Analysis of the gradient interpolation of a field f

The classical SPH method is based on gradient approximations, which are achieved by convolving the vari-
ables with a kernel function W, applying
hrf ð~xÞi ¼
Z

D
f ð~x�ÞrW ð~x�~x�Þd~x� ð1Þ
with~x ¼ ðx; yÞ and~x� ¼ ðx�; y�Þ in Cartesian coordinate system.
The kernel function W used throughout this paper is a cubic B-spline [12] for which the compact support D

is a radius 2h, where the smoothing length h acts as a space discretization agent.
Starting from a second order Taylor expansion
f ð~x�Þ ¼ f ð~xÞ þ ðx� � xÞ of ð~xÞ
ox
þ ðy� � yÞ of ð~xÞ

oy
þOðh2Þ;
it is possible to determine the accuracy of (1) by convolving f ð~x�Þ with the kernel gradient, giving
Z
D

f ð~x�ÞrW d~x� ¼ f ð~xÞ
Z

D
rW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

A

þ of ð~xÞ
ox

Z
D
ðx� � xÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

B

þ of ð~xÞ
oy

Z
D
ðy� � yÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

C

þOðh2Þ;
where for brevity, rW denotes rW ð~x�~x�Þ.
Here, integrals A, B and C are respectively

0
0

� �
,

1
0

� �
and

0
1

� �
.

Consequently, this continuous convolution is equivalent to the Taylor expansion and is thus accurate to the
second order. Note that this two-dimensional approach can be extended to the more generalized three-dimen-
sional context.

2.1. Discrete approximation

When implemented, the SPH scheme uses a set of interpolation points to discretize the fluid volume. Each
of these points carries discrete values of the calculated fields and intrinsic data such as volume. The volume is
important since it acts as a weight term for the discrete approximation of the previous integrals. Indeed, calling
xi the volume carried by a given point i, the continuous equation (1) is approximated by
hrf ð~xÞi ¼
XN

i¼1

f ð~xiÞrW ð~x�~xiÞxi; ð2Þ
where N stands for the number of points within domain D. This last approximation is based on the trapeze-
like quadrature formula (3) [9]
Z

D
gð~x�Þd~x� �

XN

i¼1

gð~xiÞxi: ð3Þ
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This quadrature formula may result in large problematic errors in the discrete interpolation procedure,
since it compromises the accuracy of interpolation (1), which was shown to be O(h2).

The gradient approximation (2) does not systematically respect the following equalities:
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XN

i¼1

rW ð~x�~xiÞxi ¼~0; ð4Þ

XN

i¼1

ðxi � xÞrW ð~x�~xiÞxi ¼
1

0

� �
; ð5Þ

XN

i¼1

ðyi � yÞrW ð~x�~xiÞxi ¼
0

1

� �
; ð6Þ
since for computational time saving reasons only a few points contribute to this quadrature. Conditions (4)–
(6) can only be met using a set of equidistant interpolation points on a Cartesian grid. Although we can ini-
tialize any simulation with data points along a Cartesian grid, the subsequent fluid flow results in a disordered
distribution of points.

Note that approximation (3) tends towards a strict equality only as the number N of points used in the
quadrature tends towards infinity. Taking h as a specific scale of domain D, and calling Dx a specific distance
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between two points, the condition to be respected is h
Dx!1, this convergence condition being added to h!0,

which is related to the kernel-based approximation [9].
To demonstrate how the spacing of interpolation points can affect convergence, some test results are pre-

sented in Figs. 1 and 2. These figures show the errors occurring in the approximation of conditions (4)–(6)
plotted against h

Dx. For these tests achieved on arbitrarily spaced point distributions with an imposed smooth-
ing length (only Dx varies), care was taken with the determination of the discrete volumes xi, to ensure there
were no voids between the interpolation points.

These two figures illustrate that the errors in gradient approximations are non-negligible unless we use a
high value of h

Dx. For example, h
Dx ¼ 3 corresponds to a contribution of about 130 interpolation points within

the kernel compact support for a two-dimensional problem, inducing high computational costs. This fact is
the main motivation for applying some corrective terms on the kernel gradient, since practically, an acceptable
value for h

Dx must be in the range of 1.2–1.5.
3. Euler equations

In order to achieve symmetry and to provide some reciprocity properties, both the continuity and the
momentum conservation equations must be first transformed [12] before their discretization:
~rP
q
¼ P

qr
~r 1

q1�r

� �
þ qr�2 ~r P

qr�1

� �
; ð7Þ

q ~r~v ¼
~rðqr�1~vÞ �~v ~rqr�1

qr�2
; ð8Þ
where P,~v and q stand for the pressure, the velocity and the density, respectively.
As these equations are valid for any value of an arbitrary parameter r 2 R, assuming q > 0 2 Rd � Rþ, the

possibilities for such a transformation are infinite.
We deduce from Eqs. (7) and (8) the following system for the discretized form of the Euler equations:
d~xi

dt
¼ ~vi; ð9Þ

dqi

dt
¼
X

j

mj
~vi � ~vj

qr�2
i q2�r

j

 !
rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ; ð10Þ

d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj
P i

qr
i q

2�r
j
þ P j

q2�r
i qr

j

 !
rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ; ð11Þ
where any interpolation point i can be seen as a material particle carrying a mass mi ¼ qixi, which does not
vary in time [9,2].

In order to allow the above system of equations to be closed, the Tait’s equation of state (12) is used
P ðqÞ ¼ q0c2
0

c
q
q0

� �c

� 1

� �
; ð12Þ
where c0, q0 and c are the nominal speed of sound, the nominal fluid density and the polytropic constant,
respectively. Note that c = 7 is usually retained for water simulations, while the nominal speed of sound c0

is chosen arbitrarily in respect of a low Mach number (Ma < 0.1) to ensure low compressibility effects (respon-
sible for the pseudo-compressible feature of SPH method [12]).

3.1. SPH scheme coherence

The symmetry in the equations, as discussed above, allows a more sophisticated interpretation of the SPH
scheme. Indeed, various investigations by Bonet and Lok [8] and Vila [9] lead to the conclusion that once
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discretized, the continuity and the momentum conservation equations could be closely linked, inducing the
need for coherence within the scheme. This coherence is usually referred to as ‘‘consistency’’ in the literature
(see [8]), but this usually relates to numerical convergence aspects in CFD. In order to avoid any ambiguity, we
prefer here the term ‘‘coherence’’. This coherence formally implies a link between the form of the momentum
equation, and the choice made for the continuity equation discretization.

Generalizing the variational study introduced by Bonet et al., we start from discretization (10) for the con-
tinuity equation. Taking a set of N interpolation points used to discretize the fluid domain, the variation of the
total stored potential energy within a virtual velocity field d~v applied to these points is
DP½d~v� ¼
XN

i¼1

~T i � d~vi; ð13Þ
where ~T i ¼ mi
d~vi
dt is the force acting on point i. Thus it can be seen that (13) is closely related to the momentum

equation.
Unlike Bonet et al., here we define the stress tensor as ��r ¼ �PI , since a positive pressure indicates a com-

pression throughout this paper, as is the convention in fluid mechanics.
Eq. (13) may be expanded to
DP½d~v� ¼ �
XN

i¼1

mi
P i

q2
i

� �
Dqi½d~v�; ð14Þ
where Dqi½d~v� is clearly related to the continuity equation. Consequently, this last equation demonstrates the
direct link between the momentum and the continuity equations.

Using (10) for the continuity equation discretization, we write
Dqi½d~v� ¼
XN

j¼1

mj
d~vi � d~vj

qr�2
i q2�r

j

 !
rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ: ð15Þ
After manipulation, and noting that rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ ¼ �rW ð~xj �~xiÞ, Eq. (15) becomes
DP½d~v� ¼
XN

i¼1

�
XN

j¼1

mimj
P i

qr
i q

2�r
j
þ P j

q2�r
i qr

j

 !
rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ

" #
� d~vi ð16Þ
in which we recognize the discretization (11) of the momentum equation. Note that this link exists even for
more complicated problems (see for instance [2]).

In order to ensure coherence, the value of r used in Eq. (11) must be the same as that used in Eq. (10).
Among all the possibilities offered by these equations, two particular symmetrized forms are common in
the literature; one for which r = 2 adopted by Monaghan [12], and another using r = 1, adopted for instance
by Vila [9] and Colagrossi and Landrini [14], that is
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ; ð17Þ

d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj
P i þ P j

qiqj

 !
rW ð~xi � ~xjÞ: ð18Þ
The present study uses these equations, since they are of particular interest. Indeed, for r = 1 the term $q van-
ishes from Eqs. (7) and (8), giving
r~v ¼ r~v�~vr1; ð19Þ
rP ¼ rP þ Pr1; ð20Þ
where $1 has replaced $q. This leads to the simplest versions of the equations, allowing high density ratio
multiphasic simulations [14], and facilitating the implementation of kernel gradient corrections such as renor-
malization. Note that $1 is theoretically equal to zero, but is approximated as
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hr1i ¼
X

j

rW ð~xi � ~xjÞxj
in the SPH formalism, as used from now on in the present study.
Note that this term is of major importance in the various analysis and formulations proposed in the present

study, since it allows to match the SPH interpolation with Taylor expansion, as discussed further.

3.2. Free surface conditions

The free surface can be seen as the medium abruptly stopping. On this free boundary, the interpolation
behaves differently to anywhere else since there is a void within the compact support D where no points
are defined.

Navier–Stokes or Euler solvers usually deal with this boundary by imposing kinematic and dynamic con-
ditions. Due to its Lagrangian property, the SPH method implicitly fulfills the kinematic condition. The
dynamic condition imposes an appropriate pressure on the free surface. In practice, no additional procedure
is implemented in SPH for imposing such a condition. Nevertheless, it is possible to find a specific term in Eq.
(18) that acts implicitly as a dynamic condition approximation around the free surface.

The total force acting on a particle i can be written ~F i ¼ mi
d~vi
dt ¼ xiqi

d~vi
dt , which can be expanded to
~F i ¼ mi~g � xi

X
j

P irW ð~xi � ~xjÞxj þ
X

j

P jrW ð~xi � ~xjÞxj

" #
: ð21Þ
Written in the continuous case, it can be seen that the above term in square brackets comes from the following
convolution:
Z

X
ðPð~xÞ þ P ð~yÞÞrW ð~x�~yÞdV y ;
where X denotes the volume of the interpolation.
This last term can then be written as
Z

X
ðPð~yÞ � P ð~xÞÞrW ð~x�~yÞdV y þ 2

Z
X

P ð~xÞrW ð~x�~yÞdV y|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
A

: ð22Þ
Here integral A can be seen as an implicit dynamic condition. To illustrate this, consider the example of a
droplet in space, that is a fluid volume completely bounded by a free surface. Suppose that no volume forces
such as gravity act on it, but a positive and constant pressure P0 exists everywhere within this volume. This last
assumption means that in the absence of integral A, the total force acting on the free surface would be zero.
The droplet would thus remain at hydrostatic equilibrium. This example corresponds to the case of an outside
pressure equal to P0. Therefore, as SPH includes the integral A, a positive force exists in the free surface area,
making this fluid volume explode under the pressure P0. This would be the case for a zero outside pressure, as
is assumed by SPH. The forces responsible for this expansion are due only to integral A, which involves P0

itself.
Next we show that integral A is zero everywhere within the fluid volume, except in the area of a free surface.

By Green–Ostrogradsky transformation, we obtain
2

Z
X

P ð~xÞrW ð~x�~yÞdV y ¼ 2P ð~xÞ
Z

X
rW ð~x�~yÞdV y ¼ �2P ð~xÞ

Z
dX

W ð~x�~yÞ~ndS;
where dX is the edge of X, and ~n the local normal to this limit [9].
Consider a point of interest~x deep within the fluid volume, such that dX is not intersected by the free sur-

face. The compact support property of W makes the term
R

dX W ð~x�~yÞ~ndS zero. Likewise, when~x is placed as
illustrated in Fig. 3, we obtain



Fig. 3. Case of a point placed in a near free surface area.
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�2P ð~xÞ
Z

dX
W ð~x�~yÞ~ndS ¼ �2P ð~xÞ

Z
ACB

W ð~x�~yÞ~ndX dS þ
Z

AB
W ð~x�~yÞ~nFS dS

� �
:

Since W is zero on ACB, we see that
�2P ð~xÞ
Z

dX
W ð~x�~yÞ~ndS ¼ �2P ð~xÞ

Z
AB

W ð~x�~yÞ~nFS dS: ð23Þ
Note this equation’s similarity to the pressure integral �
R

FS
P~ndS, which would be intuitively applied to the

free surface as a dynamic condition. It can be seen that this term of force per unit volume, integral A, acts only
on the free surface. Furthermore, the orientation of this force follows an approximation to the local normal to
the free surface contained in

R
AB W ð~x�~yÞ~nFS dS, and its modulus depends on the distance of~x from the free

surface and the pressure at that point. Due to these properties, integral A acts as a dynamic condition.
The pressure imposed on the free surface comes from within the fluid. This is necessary since the absence of

any fluid above the free surface implies a zero external pressure, and thus prevents the direct imposition of
external pressure.

The presence of the value 2 in Eq. (22) is due to the approximation by convolution of Eq. (20), and is used
in the present study. However, it has to be seen as an approximate dynamic condition coefficient. As some
uncertainties remain about this precise value, it could be the subject of further research. For instance, replac-
ing it by an unknown term may help in imposing a more pertinent free surface condition.

Note finally that this coarse dynamic condition approximation is only due to the positive sign in the gra-
dient expression rP ¼ rP þ Pr1. As a consequence, the absence of any free surface in a fluid problem may
allow
rP ¼ rP � Pr1 ð24Þ

for the momentum equation, as discussed further in this paper.

4. Direct kernel gradient corrective procedure

A wide variety of corrective procedures for improving the accuracy of kernel-based approximations can be
found in the literature [7]. In the present study, we focus on the renormalization technique [8–11]. This choice
finds its origin in the discrete versions of the Euler equations (17) and (18).

Looking carefully at Eq. (17)
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;
it can be seen that the velocity gradient is approached using
r~v ¼ r~v�~vr1:
This approach can be generalized for any field f by using
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rf ¼ rf � fr1: ð25Þ

Transforming this Eq. (25) into its continuous convoluted form corresponds to
rf ð~xÞSPH ¼
Z

D
f ð~x�ÞrW d~x� � f ð~xÞ

Z
D
rW d~x�: ð26Þ
Recalling the second order Taylor expansion
Z
D

f ð~x�ÞrW d~x� ¼ f ð~xÞ
Z

D
rW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

A

þ of ð~xÞ
ox

Z
D
ðx� � xÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

B

þ of ð~xÞ
oy

Z
D
ðy� � yÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

C

þOðh2Þ;
we find that
rf ð~xÞSPH ¼ of ð~xÞ
ox

Z
D
ðx� � xÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

B

þ of ð~xÞ
oy

Z
D
ðy� � yÞrW d~x�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

C

þOðh2Þ: ð27Þ
First note that regardless of the accuracy of $W, formulation (25) contains the subtraction of f ð~xÞ from f ð~x�Þ
ensuring that constant fields have zero gradients. This property is of particular interest for the discrete approx-
imation of (26), since it ensures zero gradients for constant fields with any particle distribution, even near the
free surface.

In order to ensure exact gradient interpolations of linear fields, we need to ensure that the discrete approx-

imations of B and C are
1
0

� �
and

0
1

� �
, respectively. This is achieved via the renormalization procedure

[8–11], which modifies $W in the following manner:
XN

i¼1

ð~xj �~xÞ � rRW ð~x�~xjÞxj ¼
1 0

0 1

� �
:

Here rRW ð~x�~xjÞ stands for Lð~xÞrW ð~x�~xjÞ, where Lð~xÞ is a ðd; dÞ correction matrix, d being the dimension
of the problem. For instance, in the case of a two-dimensional problem, with d = 2, we obtain
Lð~xÞ ¼

PN
i¼1

ðx1
j � x1Þr1W ð~x�~xjÞxj

PN
i¼1

ðx1
j � x1Þr2W ð~x�~xjÞxj

PN
i¼1

ðx2
j � x2Þr1W ð~x�~xjÞxj

PN
i¼1

ðx2
j � x2Þr2W ð~x�~xjÞxj

0
BBB@

1
CCCA
�1

:

This matrix inversion is achievable analytically, thanks to its small size.
We then discretize the continuity equation in the following manner:
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ: ð28Þ
Note that this discretization ensures exact interpolations for both constant and linear fields.
Substituting the variational form of (28) into Eq. (14) leads to the following version of the momentum

equation:
d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj

qiqj
ðP iLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ þ P jLð~xjÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞÞ; ð29Þ
which respects the coherence principle previously discussed.
However, this last equation does not provide any guarantee of convergence. Indeed, it is based on
rP ¼ rP þ Pr1;
which does not ensure zero gradients for constant fields since it does not match the Taylor expansion. In addi-
tion, the benefits of renormalization are lost because Lð~xjÞ in Eq. (29) could adversely affect the interpolation
of particle i.
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5. Reciprocal interactions and coherence scheme principles relaxation

Looking at Eq. (28), we observe that
xiðdiv~vÞj!i ¼ xi
mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;

xjðdiv~vÞi!j ¼ xj
mi

qi
ð~vj �~viÞLð~xjÞrW ð~xj � ~xiÞ:
Note that the matrix Lð~xiÞ is related to particle i for which we need to evaluate the density time derivative. Fur-
thermore, the components of this matrix depend on the neighborhood space distribution around particle i.

As a consequence, the following inequality appears
xixjð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ 6¼ xjxið~vj �~viÞLð~xjÞrW ð~xj � ~xiÞ

for an irregular particle distribution, since Lð~xiÞ 6¼ Lð~xjÞ.

As a result, using Eq. (28), we lose the reciprocal interaction property xjðdiv~vÞi!j ¼ xiðdiv~vÞj!i that was

observed in the standard SPH approach, for which Lð~xiÞ ¼ Lð~xjÞ ¼ I . However, we actually gained accuracy
at the expense of the reciprocal interaction principle, due to the renormalization procedure. The increase in
simulation quality indicates that the interaction reciprocity is not as important as interpolation accuracy. Con-
versely, Eq. (29) fulfills the reciprocity principle but negates all the advantages of the renormalization proce-
dure. Note that it is also possible to swap the reciprocal interaction principle for an accuracy improvement on
the momentum conservation equation, using
d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj

qiqj
ðP i þ P jÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ: ð30Þ
When used together with Eq. (28), this last equation results in stable simulations of better quality. Unlike
Eq. (29), matrix Lð~xiÞ (dedicated to particle i) operates without matrix Lð~xjÞ in (30). This shows that it is
possible for an SPH scheme to flout the coherence principle provided that some accuracy benefits are
gained.
6. A new SPH formulation

It has been shown that large improvements in accuracy can be gained by infringing on both the reciprocity
and the coherence principles. The last formulation discussed is based on Eqs. (28) and (30). Note that this
momentum conservation equation discretization is not the best one since its does not entirely respect the Tay-
lor expansion (27). Constant field gradient will not systematically be zero. Ideally, the following should be
applied
rP ¼ rP � Pr1
to obtain
d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj

qiqj
ð�P i þ P jÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞÞ ð31Þ
as advised by Randles and Libersky [11]. This would result in increased accuracy when used jointly with Eq.
(28). We shall refer to the system formed by Eqs. (28) and (31) as the ‘‘Taylor-SPH scheme’’.

This formulation initially appears to be incorrect because

	 It flouts the coherence principle.
	 It infringes on the reciprocity principle, to the extent that: ~F i!j ¼ ~F j!i, where ~F i!j denotes the force due to

particle i on another, j.
	 It implies that integral A in (22) is absent, and thus no force is implicitly imposed on the free surface, as it is

the case for the original SPH scheme.
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However, it was shown earlier that in some conditions the scheme coherence principle can be infringed.
A possible justification for the relaxation of the reciprocity principle is to consider particles as interpolated
weighted points rather than discrete fluid masses. In fact, only the third point is a real obstacle to this higher
order formulation, since there is no longer a dynamic condition approximation.

To illustrate this, and to demonstrate the efficiency of this formulation, a simple validation test case for
which no free surface exists is used. This test case involves a two-dimensional weightlessness tank entirely filled
with initially calm water with zero internal pressure. This water tank is accelerated following ~cðtÞ ¼ c0t �~y,
where c0 is an arbitrary constant. Results obtained using the various formulations as discussed are compared
in the following sections.

The absence of any free surface allows both the use of our new approach and an exact analytical solution.
Considering the above acceleration as a volume force and the tank as static, the Euler equations give the fol-
lowing exact solution for an incompressible fluid:
Fig. 4.
velocit
~vðx; y; tÞ ¼~0;
P ðx; y; tÞ ¼ qc0yt;
where q ¼ 1000 kg=m3.
Standard SPH scheme results. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right). (b) Horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
y.
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Because of the compressibility property of SPH, some differences between the numerical results and the
analytical solution would be expected at the beginning of the simulation. For this reason the solutions are
compared at t = 0.102 s, by which time compressibility effects have disappeared.

In the following simulations a polar distribution of particles displaying no particular symmetry is used. The
ratio h

Dx ¼ 1:3 is adopted and no artificial viscosity is implemented. The arbitrary constant is set to
c0 ¼ �9:81 m=s3 and the nominal speed of sound in the state equation is c0 ¼ 80 m=s. Throughout this paper
the solid boundary conditions are imposed using the ghost particle technique.

6.1. Results obtained using the standard coherent SPH scheme

The formulation used here is
Fig. 5.
vertica
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;

d~vi

dt
¼ �

X
j

mj

qiqj

ðP i þ P jÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ:
ð32Þ
Non-coherent renormalized SPH scheme results. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right). (b) Horizontal (left) and
l (right) velocity.
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Fig. 4 emphasizes the poor gradient approximation properties obtained on a particle space distribution dif-
ferent from a Cartesian set with a low value of h

Dx. The pressure and velocity field results are heterogeneous and
show strong errors (100–300% for the pressure) compared to the analytical solution. These crude results
obtained for such a simple problem, where smooth regular fields are expected, fully justify the need for cor-
rective terms to increase accuracy.

6.2. Results obtained using a non-coherent renormalized SPH scheme

The Euler equations are discretized here following:
Fig. 6
velocit
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;

d~vi

dt
¼ �

X
j

mj

qiqj
ðP i þ P jÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ:

ð33Þ
. Taylor-SPH scheme results. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right). (b) Horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
y.



Fig. 7. Zoom on the particle distribution used.Fig. 8. Taylor-SPH scheme results on unstructured particle distribution. (a) Pressure (le
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The results obtained using a coherent renormalized SPH scheme were similar, and were omitted for the sake of
brevity. Despite the advantages promised by renormalization, the results in Fig. 5 for this non-coherent
scheme are similar to those obtained with the standard SPH method (Fig. 4). Here the continuity equation
ft) and error Er¼ j P S P H �

s u l t s .n d v e r t i c a l ( r i g h t ) v e l o c i t y r e s u l t s . 1 4 8 4

a l o f C o m p u t a t i o n a l P h y s i c s 2 2 5 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 1 4 7 2 – 1 4 9 2
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is better discretized than in the standard SPH, but the final result is affected by the discretized form of the
momentum equation, which does not respect the Taylor expansion (27).

6.3. Results obtained using the Taylor-SPH scheme

This scheme uses the following form for the Euler equation discretization
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;

d~vi

dt
¼ �

X
j

mj

qiqj
ð�P i þ P jÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ:

ð34Þ
As expected from the convergence study previously discussed, this new formulation results in a remarkable
increase in accuracy, as Fig. 6 illustrates. The pressure and velocity fields are more regular, closer to the ana-
lytical solution and contain fewer errors (maximum 4% for pressure).

6.4. Use of Taylor-SPH on a strongly unstructured particle setting

Next this new SPH scheme is applied to the same test case, but with the heterogeneous particle distribution
of Fig. 7.

Because of the strong errors it can produce, this particle distribution is much more penalizing than any par-
ticle space distribution naturally induced in a SPH calculation. To make this simulation possible, we use the
ratio h

Dx ¼ 1:5, which corresponds to a mean of 35 neighbors per particle in this two-dimensional test case. Here
again, no artificial viscosity is used.

In spite of this strong distribution heterogeneity, the results of Fig. 8 are in good agreement with the ana-
lytical solution. Many industrial topics involve complex geometries and use a grid engine to set the initial par-
ticle distribution. This new formulation could thus be used with such tools.

7. Extension to free surface flow computations

The accuracy improvement illustrated by the above results is promising. Nevertheless, the Taylor-SPH
scheme is not directly applicable in the presence of a free surface. A brutal but efficient solution to this prob-
lem is to use the non-coherent renormalized formulation in the free surface area, and the Taylor-SPH scheme
Fig. 9. Determinants (left) and lower eigenvalues (right) of matrix L�1.
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everywhere else. This results in a good compromise between accuracy and inclusion of the dynamic free sur-
face condition. The main problem inherent in this technique is to locate the free surface area. Fortunately, the
renormalization matrix L itself contains some invaluable indications, since its determinant and lower eigen-
value k1 are strongly modified by the absence of weighted points in the kernel support. This absence reveals
the presence of a free surface as shown in Fig. 9.

Here we consider features from the L�1 matrix since the determinants and eigenvalues of L are more sen-
sitive after inversion.

The lower eigenvalue k1 was found to be the best free surface detector. Numerical experiments indicated it
was judicious to apply the Taylor-SPH scheme for particles having k1 P 0:97, and to adopt the non-coherent
renormalized scheme for k1 < 0:97. Additionally, to preserve the stability of this hybrid scheme, it is better to
also apply this last formulation to particles interacting with those particles having k1 < 0:97. This procedure
slightly extends the near free surface area and ensures an increased robustness.

A simple hydrostatic test case of a water tank with a free surface is used as an initial validation of this
hybrid scheme. Here again a polar particle distribution is employed, and the free surface is located at
y = 0. The initial settings of pressure and density need to be the exact compressible solution of this problem
[15]. The equations to solve are
Fig. 10. Renormalized SPH scheme results. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right). (b) Horizontal (left) and vertical (right)
velocity.
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oP
oy
¼ oP

oq
oq
oy
¼ �gqðyÞ;

P ðqÞ ¼ q0c2
0

c
q
q0

� �c

� 1

� �
:

After integration, and for q ¼ q0 at y = 0, the following initial conditions are obtained:
~vðx; y; tÞ ¼~0;

P ðx; y; tÞ ¼ q0c2
0

c
1� ðc� 1Þgy

c2
0

� � c
c�1

� 1

" #
;

which is also the solution of this hydrostatic problem. This solution is compared to those of the renormalized
non-coherent and the hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme results at the instant t = 0.1 s. The nominal speed of sound
used is c0 = 80 m/s and no artificial viscosity is implemented.
. Hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme results. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right). (b) Horizontal (left) and vertical
velocity.
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7.1. Compressible hydrostatic results using the renormalized non-coherent scheme

As observed in the previous test case, the pressure and velocity results obtained with this formulation are
heterogeneous and display strong errors (50–100% for the pressure), as shown in Fig. 10. The standard SPH
solution is not provided since it gives similar results.

7.2. Compressible hydrostatic results using the hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme

Once again, this formulation yields more accurate and regular fields (Fig. 11). This confirms that the use of
the renormalized non-coherent scheme at the free surface and the Taylor-SPH scheme elsewhere is indeed a
viable method. The main errors observed (maximum 10% for the pressure) are due to uncertainties in the
imposition of the dynamic free surface condition present in the renormalized non-coherent scheme.
Fig. 12. Hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme results on an unstructured grid. (a) Pressure (left) and error Er ¼ jP SPH � P exactj (right) results.
(b) Horizontal (left) and vertical (right) velocity results.
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7.3. Compressible hydrostatic results using the hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme with a strongly unstructured

particle grid

Fig. 12 refers to this free surface problem repeated on the unstructured grid of Fig. 7. Here again, these
results are of sufficient quality to allow the use of a grid engine for the initial particle setting. This is despite
the presence of larger errors in the free surface area (maximum 50% for the pressure) than elsewhere.

8. Stability study

For dynamic applications, all the formulations need to be stabilized using artificial viscosity [12,13,16]
Pij ¼
�a h�cij

�qij

~vij �~rij

r2
ijþ�h

2 ; if ~vij �~rij < 0;

0; else;

(
ð35Þ
where any value �f ij denotes
fiþfj

2
and the equalities~vij ¼~vi �~vj,~rij ¼~xi �~xj and � ¼ 0:01 are adopted. More-

over c, h and a represent the speed of sound, the smoothing length and a non-dimensional amplitude param-
eter, respectively.

In this paper, for all formulations used, Pij is added to the pressure term within the momentum equation.
For example, the Taylor-SPH scheme would become
dqi

dt
¼ qi

X
j

mj

qj
ð~vi � ~vjÞLð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ;

d~vi

dt
¼~g �

X
j

mj
�P i þ P j

qiqj
þPij

 !
Lð~xiÞrW ð~xi � ~xjÞ:

ð36Þ
Note that the increase in accuracy seen in this new formulation results in enhanced stability properties. This
can be seen in the test case of a 2D weightless patch of fluid that is initially square in shape, and subjected to
the following velocity field:
~vðx; y; t ¼ 0Þ ¼
xy

�xx

� �
; ð37Þ
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Fig. 13. Initial pressure field for x ¼ 5 rad=s and q ¼ 1000 kg=m3.
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where x denotes an arbitrary angular velocity. The initial pressure field is taken as the incompressible solution
of the Poisson equation [17], that is
Fig. 14
(with D
P ðx; y; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ q
X1
m¼0

X1
n¼0

�32x2

ðmnp2Þ np
L

� �2 þ mp
L

� �2
h i cos

mpx
L

	 

cos

npy
L

	 

:

This initial field is given in Fig. 13.
This challenging test case was first proposed and solved by Colagrossi [17] (see also Le Touzé and Colag-

rossi [18]). Due to centrifugal forces, the corners of this initial square are stretched and finally change into four
fluid arms, while the square size decreases. This case results in large free boundary deformations, which are
responsible for the occurrence of strong instabilities. The Lagrangian particle movements and the use of a
. SPH results on a rotating square patch of fluid. (a) Standard (left) and non-coherent renormalized (right) SPH scheme results
h
x ¼ 1:23) at t = 2.45 s. (b) Hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme results; left: h

Dx ¼ 1:23 and t = 2.45 s; right: h
Dx ¼ 3 and t = 4.9 s.
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Cartesian grid as an initial particle setting result in the occurrence of line structures or particle clumpings.
These progressively degrade the interpolation procedure, contaminating the entire simulation. Thus a highly
accurate and stable scheme is required.

Figs. 14(a)(left and right) and (b)(left) show the results at t = 2.45 s, which allows enough time for the
development of strong instabilities. In these simulations, the artificial viscosity coefficient used is a = 0.01,
and around 20 quadrature points are involved for each particle h

Dx ¼ 1:23
� �

.
As observed in Fig. 14(a)(left), the standard SPH scheme for this test case causes the particles to clump into

groups of four. These groups become isolated, preventing particles from interacting in sufficient numbers. The
inaccuracies of this scheme appear to be responsible for this behavior. Note that the artificial viscosity does
not help in any way in this problem, since this clumping occurs whatever the value of a is. This particle clump-
ing is often attributed to the so-called ‘‘tensile instability’’ [19,20], for which Monaghan proposed an addi-
tional empiric term for the momentum equation [21]. This prevents particle clumping, but unfortunately
induces chaotic pressure and velocity distributions. This study does not use a tensile instability control term.

As observed in Fig. 14(a)(right), the increase in accuracy due to renormalization helps to prevent particle
clumping in this non-coherent scheme, but results in numerical fractures that contaminate the simulation.
These fractures appear to be due to the inaccurate pressure gradient interpolation.

Fig. 14(b)(left) shows that the accuracy of the hybrid Taylor-SPH scheme prevents any particle clumping or
numerical fractures, leading to better results. This allows the simulation to be run long after other schemes
failed.

Despite these advantages, some line structures still exist, especially at the junctions of fluid arms. This dam-
ages the interpolation accuracy in that region. The use of a disordered initial particle setting would prevent the
occurrence of these structures. However, this would degrade the gradient approximation quality in the free
boundary area; the tips of the fluid arms being particularly sensitive. A costly but effective solution is to
increase the ratio h

Dx. This limites the errors due to line structures, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b)(right).
9. Conclusion

Throughout this paper, accuracy aspects of the SPH method were considered. For this meshless method,
accuracy is strongly connected to gradient approximations. The continuous equations convolute the desired
field through a kernel gradient which systematically results in O(h2) convergence. However, the discrete
forms of the equations do not yield such high accuracy. Simple convergence tests showed slow convergence
for a disordered distribution of interpolation points. The convolution is approximated with a trapeze-like
quadrature formula, which requires prohibitive particle numbers to obtain high order convergence. A gen-
eral symmetric form of the Euler equation discretization, which respects the coherence and reciprocal inter-
action principles, was introduced. Among all the possibilities offered by this symmetric form, the only one
without any $q terms was retained because of its direct match to the Taylor expansion. Within the momen-
tum equation a term approximating the dynamic free surface condition was identified. This term was
shown to justify the chosen form of the momentum equation discretization. The renormalization procedure
and its relationship to the Taylor expansion was discussed, revealing a conflict between the momentum
equation discretization and accuracy requirements. Additionally, it was shown that the coherence and
the reciprocal interaction principles could be flouted, allowing the introduction of a new more accurate
SPH formulation. As this formulation does not include a dynamic free surface condition approximation,
it was first validated using a simple test case without a free boundary. Comparisons to the known analyt-
ical solution confirmed the accuracy of this new scheme, even for a strongly disordered particle grid. To
extend this new formulation to free surface flow simulations, it was necessary to couple it with a non-coher-
ent renormalized scheme for the free surface areas. This coupled scheme showed significant accuracy
improvements when tested with a simple compressible hydrostatic test case. A stability study considered
an initially square patch of fluid subjected to centrifugal forces. This resulted in impressive improvements
by limiting any particle clumping and fracture effects. For this last test case, where the standard SPH
method resulted in tensile instability, the new scheme overcame this undesirable effect without implement-
ing any tensile instability control terms.
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